'Hello everyone:
In record time, MCF has made two emergency grants to Mission Asset Fund (MAF) and Canal Alliance (CA)~
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~over'the full cost"of renewal'"applicatioh
fees for any DACA recipient who lives, works, or attends school in
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Marin County.
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These grants are in direct response to the recent announcement by the U.S. Attorney General of the rescission
of DACA, the program that provided a level of protection and opportunity to undocumented youth brought to
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the U.S. as children. We estimate between 300-500 Marin residents are eligible to reneW~byth'e:Qctobet"S
~adlin~, but they must pay an application fee of $495. MAF and CA have set up s~h-olarship f~~ds fo~·thi~-'
specific purpose. Canal Alliance, in partnership with 10,000 Degrees, is also offering two free workshops this
weekend that will include DACA application assistance, immigration screening, and 1:1 consultations with pro
bono attorneys. Whether people go through Canal Alliance or choose to self-renew, they can access fee
application assistance through either organization.
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With October 5 just two weeks away, time is of the essence to ensure DACA holders get their applications in
on time. Literally every minute counts right now! Please share widely to help us get the word out immediately
to our local Dreamers, especially with organizations and institutions that serve immigrant families. We stood
by them when DACA started, and we stand by them now.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
In community,
Patti
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DACA RENEWAL
FR E WORKS:HOP.S
Saturday 9/23
Sunday9/24
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Go to unyi)rl.com/cinalDAcA·~
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Patti D' Angelo Juadun1 I Program Director, Environment and Legal Protection
Marin Community Foundation I 415.464.2547 I marincf.org
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~ Please consider the environment before printing this email.
The information contained in this correspondence is intended only for the individual or entity named above, and may contain information that
is privileged and confidential. Dissemination, distribution or copying without the prior approval of the sender is strictly prohibited. If you think
that you have received this message in error, please delete it and notify the sender. Marin County Office of Education
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